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Abstract

We concentrate our efforts on building virtual modelling environments where the content creator uses controls
(widgets) as an interactive adjustment modality for the properties of the edited objects. Besides the advantage of
being an on-line modelling approach (visualised just like any other on-line VRML content), our approach provides
also instant visualisation and an intuitive, graphical editing modality.
Although visual modelling environments are more powerful in content creation than a text editor, our aim is to
include certain domain knowledge to extend their capabilities. Our most recent system is a 3D character modeller
capable of handling H-anim or other types of hierarchies (based also on H-anim components) and the geometry
attached to them. The modelling is based on the properties of regular grid geometries, on H-anim hierarchies and
where applicable, on 3D character symmetry.
The novelty of our approach consists of 1) natural graphics components; 2) integrating the interface elements into
the virtual environment itself; 3) rule based modelling of 3D characters; 4) on-line modelling.
Keywords: Visual modelling, 3D characters, virtual environments, VRML, interaction.

1. Introduction

The paper deals with modelling concepts for virtual real-
ity. We try a method of bringing visual, real-time modelling
possibilities to programmers and occasional content creators
who know the basics of the VRML language, but do not nec-
essarily know about graphics packages and their complex
operations. We achieve that by visualising the editable prop-
erties of VRML components. We built modelling prototypes
aimed at geometries, and for other, higher level VRML con-
structs, such as bone hierarchies.

If we provide a visual modelling possibility for low level
VRML graphics, like geometry coordinates, texture coordi-
nates, etc., we reduce the overhead needed for switching be-
tween text-mode editing and viewing of the results. In that
situation, the simple positioning of a chair next to a table
may require several window-switching and scene reloading
operations, while some drag operations using visual controls
would position intuitively the chair in the desired position.

The novelty of the system consists of taking the modelling
interface into the virtual environment (VE). The result is an
instant preview method, as well as the online modelling pos-
sibility inside the VRML plugin. We also take in account
properties of the edited entities to provide rules which ease
the construction of 3D characters.

2. Background

VE content can be handled using text editors or graphics
modellers. We like the visualising properties of the latter,
but we are concerned about their complexity. We would also
like to take advantage of the user’s knowledge about VRML,
which is constrained mainly in favour of text editors.

Simple text editors are the basic tools for creating VE con-
tent. They are suited for users who know the file format, but
the result has to be previewed separately. For fine-grained
geometrical and positional control, this can turn tedious.
Tools like VRMLPad11 or X3D Edit5 provide additional as-
sistance, but visualising still needs another application.

Graphics modellers that provide VRML export generate
huge files, since they work with complex, high-precision
data. They also require a steep learning curve. Graphics
modellers aimed at VRML also tend to be complex. Cos-
moWorlds for instance does offer a visual approach to mod-
elling, but is overwhelming to occasional users.

Our attention was caught also by VRML constructs (wid-
gets) that bring interaction possibilities into VEs. Sliders
for colour picking, illumination control, VCR-style controls,
custom navigation, etc.13 provide the possibility to alter the
environment. In this light, a VE with saving routines could
be used for modelling purposes.
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The modelled characters have graphical (skin geometry)
and structural (hierarchy) components. We have seen graph-
ics components similar in construction12, where regular grid
geometries are used for easier calculations. Our case is dif-
ferent by providing conceptual groupings for the geometry
gridpoints, and the tools to handle these as groups, resulting
in a more powerful editing possibility. We chose the H-anim6

specification as the base for our hierarchies, consisting of
Joints and their Segments (geometries). We also allow the
users to extend these hierarchies as wished.

The benefits of natural interaction and the integration of
the modelling tools into the visualisation environment is
recognised in the literature. Emphasising the importance of
3D widgets, Conner et al.3 mentions advantages like reduced
size, naturalness, visual control. Together with others1, 10, 4,
they advocate the view of integrating the modelling tools
completely in the VE, providing consistency and even a
higher level of immersion in modelling tasks.

3. Framework

Our goal is to provide modelling systems that are capable of
handling geometry, structure and animation for 3D (virtual)
characters in a visual, easy to use manner. For this purpose,
we analysed the existing technical possibilities regarding vi-
sualisation and interaction.

Figure 1: Structure of the modelling system.

If we look at the visualisation of VRML content, the ob-
vious choice is a web browser with a compatible plugin,
choice inherent from the medium of VRML, which is the
world wide web. Building modelling systems is generally re-
garded as building the controls around the visualisation envi-
ronment. As we can see from various examples, a VE can be
built to influence its own content. We extend this concept to
the more unusual components of the VRML content: coordi-
nates, whole geometrical elements and hierarchy properties.

For visualising the underlying structure of graphical el-
ements and hierarchies (the coordinates and Joints) we use

small graphical elements (for now cubes), which we con-
nect with sensors and make them selectable. Other types of
selections also exist, aiming at coordinate collections or Seg-
ments. Widgets and buttons represent a minimal number of
operations (we opt for few operations in favour of easy us-
age), inherent from VRML basic properties like coordinate
position, scaling and number of children.

Our system becomes through the visualisation choice
an on-line modelling system. It is an on-demand applica-
tion for the simplicity (brevity) of VRML content in a vi-
sual form, providing intuitive handling with instant preview
which shortens the preview action. With the right setup, it
would be also possible to use it in a collaborative scenario.

The modelling systems take advantage of the Java
programming language through the External Authoring
Interface2 (EAI) which makes possible the communica-
tion between an applet and a VRML plugin within a web
browser. The different connections of the system are de-
picted in Figure 1.

4. Geometry modeller

First, we implemented a geometry modeller based on reg-
ular grid coordinates, but without automatic symmetry han-
dling. As our goal involved the creation of human characters,
we realized that an automatic symmetry handling approach
would ease the work for a content creator. Our second pro-
totype for geometry modelling contains the necessary rou-
tines for automatically handling the symmetric coordinates.
An asymmetric and symmetric geometry model is shown in
Figure 2.

The regular grid coordinates made possible the use of nat-
ural geometry primitives: the coordinate rings and columns
that define the regular grid. To this, a number of natural ge-
ometry modelling operations can be added, with the premise
that these preserve the regularity of the geometry.

Figure 2: a) Unsymmetric, b) Symmetric geometry model.

The combined geometry modeller included in the 3D
character modelling system provides the possibility to edit
all the skin Segments that make up the structure of a whole
3D character defined by its hierarchy indifferently whether
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they are self-symmetric or not. The skin is visualised by se-
lectable coordinates which are bound to the regular grid cri-
teria. Due to this criteria, the selectable entities are single
coordinates and collections of coordinates which can be ei-
ther ring or column collections. In case of symmetry only a
half grid of coordinates is selectable and the modelling op-
erations are replicated on the other half model also.

We use for our systems custom data files. This gives the
possibility for the use of a simple format which requires less
parsing, and also provides a means of automatic coordinate
handling. These files contain information like the geometry
grid size and the actual coordinates.

Following our guidelines for integrated tools and simplic-
ity, the geometry modelling interface is situated completely
in the VE and the limited number of tools make it easier to
learn it and use it. Figure 3 is a screen-shot of the system
with a 3D character and a selected geometry component.

Figure 3: Geometry modelling subsystem. From left to
right: edited character, selected geometry component (tail),
modelling tools. The modelling tools: file handling buttons
(top), geometry handling buttons (middle), different widgets
(round rotation widgets, scale widget are in the middle while
displacement related widgets are on the bottom).

Conversion to NURBS surfaces is a relatively straight-
forward conversion from simple coordinates to knot values
considering the similarities between the regular grid crite-
ria of our geometries and the NURBS knot vectors. This
way, simple polygon geometries become parametric surfaces
that can present enough surface curvature detail if needed. A
modified version of our geometry modelling system is capa-
ble of modelling NURBS based on such a conversion.

5. Hierarchy modeller

The hierarchy modeller extends the possibilities of the ge-
ometry modeller by adding structure (hierarchy) manipu-
lating possibilities. With this system, it is possible to build
complex objects, made up from a number of graphics el-
ements. The underlying, compositional structure for these
complex objects is a hierarchy structure based on the H-anim

specification, since our primary aim is to provide tools for
the creation and animation of 3D characters to be used in
VEs. H-anim defines a bone structure with ’Joints’ and the
geometry ’Segments’ attached to them. We use these com-
ponents, but we do not enforce the strict requirements for
the humanoid Joints for the sake of extendibility: both H-
anim and custom templates are available. Figure 4 depicts
an H-anim compliant and a non-compliant hierarchy struc-
ture while Figure 5 shows their corresponding geometries.

Figure 4: H-anim compliant and non-compliant hierarchies.

Figure 5: Humanoid and non-humanoid characters.

The Joint structure of H-anim based hierarchies is bound
to properties like: each Joint has one parent Joint (except the
root Joint), each Joint is a parent or terminal Joint and each
Joint has one Segment child. We set hierarchy manipulation
rules for working with the hierarchies, these being:

• Refining the hierarchy by inserting a Joint.
• Extending the hierarchy by adding a Joint at leaf level.
• Collapsing the hierarchy by removing a Joint.

The selection sensors in this case are pretty straightfor-
ward, since the Joints are not grouped like in the case of
coordinates. The available manipulation options take in ac-
count the selection context based on the hierarchy and ma-
nipulation rules mentioned previously.

Symmetry in this case is two-fold. The geometrical sym-
metry was renamed to internal symmetry, and a new type
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of symmetry was introduced describing pairs of symmetric
Joints and Segments, which we call external symmetry (e.g.
human legs are externally symmetric in this classification).
The modelling operations are designed to automatically re-
solve both types of symmetry constraints.

The hierarchy modelling system also takes advantage of
the EAI connection possibility to resolve the interaction and
the file handling requirements. The file format used is a pro-
prietary, simple one to ensure the regular grid, hierarchy
and easy parsing requirements. To this extent, one record of
the hierarchy file specifies a Joint name (which is a file de-
scribing the positional, rotational and other properties of the
Joint), its parent, its Segment child (the connecting geome-
try) and its symmetry property.

The interface, similar to the geometry modelling interface,
is integrated into the environment and contains a number of
tools that effectuate the operations defined by the hierarchy
manipulation rules enumerated above and handle the Joint
positions within the hierarchy. Figure 6 depicts the visuali-
sation and usage options of the hierarchy modelling system,
which can be easily mastered.

Figure 6: Hierarchy modeller. From left to right: 3D char-
acter (a tree in this case), its underlying hierarchy, mod-
elling tools. The tools are: file handling buttons (top), hi-
erarchy complexity handling buttons (middle) and Joint dis-
placement widgets (bottom).

6. Conclusions and future work

We provide modelling tools for occasional users interested in
creating 3D character models usable as avatars, agents, etc.,
tools that are easy to use, simple and at the same time natural
in their interface and editing options. H-anim and other types
of hierarchies can be created in a visual, direct manipulation
modelling environment with embedded controls. A serious
drawback is the use of regular grid geometries, but this is
also the source for the simplicity and naturalness regarding
the geometry primitives and modelling options. The format
used provides the on-line modelling possibility.

We are currently working on extending our 3D charac-
ter modeller with animation handling. A literature survey9

showed us different possibilities of animation systems, from
which the most promising is an approach based on captured
data. This is due to the advancement of capture technolo-
gies as well as the different possibilities for analysing ani-
mations, extracting characteristics and generating combined
or new animations. We are also working on adding a texture
handling component to the system.
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